Just showered after first catching up with gorgeous, so distracting Marie on the ever narrowing bluffs of Del Mar.
thought both what I wrote you and your reply was “cute”. 

MDG is back at work on her Piece-ındaki HEart. She wants design not words so that a kid that doesn’t know how to read can figure out the #4 -- inside the heart - art piece (pleasant thing) – reminds her of her childhood – I-we are getting a bit ahead of ourselves since she/math-wizard Marie is actually very far ahead and moving fast – now she is on to “E=mc2, the energy the mass, speed of light...lets push it, put together technology, science... you tie it to art, always, because in the end this is what lasts... it’s a piece of art, an image of beauty...its got to be really beyond limits, its got to grow, it cannot be stagnant - You go to a different country, you do have to teach the history through it all, the economics, it has to all tie...you deal with the curriculum of each country, starting with the global picture, of history economics, you try to teach them what’s happened in the past 100 years because that is what’s most effecting them... Now don’t send that out, it is too disjointed.
She is so funny right now – “When it comes to the poor, how compassionate are we? The poor have nothing to offer us!” I should have her on camera!

I—we will leave it all up to you—Ray Anne—John K. Pollard Jr, Augusto, Tefo, President George W. Bush, The Tonight Show, Howard Stern, Lars Trupe etc etc to figure out the advertising/pricing on just3ants.com.

When exactly are you arriving with Poli and the President?

Gold last trade $932.20

[Word count 292]

From: Devin Standard [mailto:devinstandard@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2008 8:01 PM
To: Gary S. Gevisser; adam tucker
Subject: Re: 411 - We Heard You Want To Make Money As A Speaker

Nice.
I talked to a website guy today who analyzed your site traffic.
You can generate some revenue if you so desire, selling merchandise as well as via advertising.
Cheers,
Devi